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e�ectively schedule resources when the time of the fu-ture event needing reservations is known in advance.Current protocols designed for resource reserva-tions such as RSVP [29] and the ATM signaling proto-col Q.2931 [31], and its Internet analog ST-2 [25] aredesigned for immediate reservations. In [10], we ex-plain how to extend the soft-state approach in RSVPfor support of advance reservations. However, usingthese protocols for advance reservations would be dif-�cult since senders and receivers would have to be inplace and capable of making reservations and largeamounts of state would have to be stored in the net-work for potentially long periods of time.In this paper we present an architecture where ad-vance reservations are provided by reservation agents.For each routing domain in the network, there willbe a reservation agent responsible for admission con-trol on behalf of the routers in the domain (�gure 1).Users can make reservation requests by contacting anyreservation agent. Reservation requests are forwardedto the agent responsible for the routing domain con-cerned by the request.Requests involving several routing domains are for-warded for admission control to the agents along thepath. Agents can avoid forwarding each request alongthe path by making long-term bulk reservations withother agents so that admission requests over severalrouting domains can be granted locally. Agents estab-lish reservation state through reliable handshaking.When the time to make resources available ap-proaches, reservation agents reserve resources in rou-ters by setting up forwarding state along the path. Arouters primary task is packet forwarding, i.e., packetclassi�cation and scheduling. Agents are responsi-ble for setting up appropriate forwarding state in the



Figure 1: Routing domains (AS1 - AS3) and reservationagents (A1 - A3)routers when it is needed.An advantage with an agent-based approach isthat advance reservations can be provided with lit-tle support from routers and without having to main-tain reservation state in routers through periods whenreservations have no e�ect on packet forwarding. Fur-thermore, the agent-driven approach does not requirereserving endpoints to be present until the session forwhich resources have been reserved is starting. Reser-vations can also be made for remote locations, therebysupporting nomadic computing, i.e., reservations forplaces where the host will be moving in the future.Since reservations are maintained by agents, reserva-tion requests can be made by a third party, who maymake reservations for several endpoints. Thus, nei-ther senders nor receivers need to be in place whenresource reservations are made.2 Overview of the architectureThe Internet has relied on a more-or-less statelessarchitecture for providing best-e�ort service. Soft-state solutions such as RSVP have been proposed toprovide immediate reservations in an otherwise state-less network. However, advance reservations do not�t into this model because of the amount of overheadthat can be generated over long periods of time.The basic principle of soft-state is that state is re-freshed periodically by endpoints either by sending ex-plicit state setup messages or implicitly by sendingdata packets. This approach works for state that isdeployed only during periods when it is actually usedfor packet forwarding. Many policies such as imme-diate resource reservations have this property. Thesignaling overhead for maintaining state is marginal,

especially if policies don't change very frequently. Therefresh frequency can be low as route changes will bedetected locally and trigger immediate forwarding ofmessages for setting up state over new paths. For im-mediate reservations this scheme is e�cient and exi-ble.However, since we expect the book-ahead time foradvance reservations to be longer than the actual du-ration of the session, the relative signaling overheadfor maintaining advance reservation state may becomeunacceptable. We propose that agents, deployed inend systems, maintain state about reservations thatwill be needed for future packet forwarding and avoiddeploying state in routers until there are packets in thenetwork whose forwarding depends on the reservation.A reservation agent is a host that is responsible forreserving resources on a part of the Internet. Typi-cally there is one reservation agent responsible for eachautonomous system (AS) in the Internet (an AS is anadministrative domain containing a number of routersrunning a routing protocol internally). Such reser-vation agents advertize themselves periodically on awell knownmulticast address, giving their identity andwhich routing domain (AS) they are responsible for.By listening to this well known multicast address, eachtop level agent will know the existence of all other toplevel agents. Inside an AS there may be backup agentsas well as a hierarchy of agents, e.g., di�erent agentsfor di�erent areas of the AS. Most agents are internal,i.e., not visible outside the AS, but if there is an agentfailure, one of the backup agents is advertized instead.Each reservation agent must know the topologyof its routing domain to perform admission controlon behalf of that domain, and also to detect topol-ogy changes that require re-computation of forwardingstate setup in routers, or renegotiation with adjacentreservation agents. This topology information can beobtained through a link state routing protocol thatprovides each node, including the agent, with a topol-ogy database. It is in the nature of hierarchical rout-ing that an agent cannot have knowledge about theinternals of remote autonomous systems and there-fore can only provide admission control for it's ownrouting domain. Thus, we need at least one agent foreach routing domain.For agent-based resource reservations, static linkperformance measures such as link capacity must beknown. In the present version of OSPF [20], there arelink metrics for di�erent type of services to allow fortype-of-service (tos) routing, but there is no informa-tion on link capacity. In QOSPF [30], both static linkresources and dynamic available resources are adver-tized. In our scheme, only static link performance is



necessary. This information could be included in linkstate advertisements, which would require an additionto the OSPF speci�cation. Instead we suggest usingSNMP for �nding out speci�c properties of links. Thissolution does not require any changes to the link-staterouting protocol, and allows agents to monitor any in-formation made available through SNMP.To avoid undue signaling overhead and scalabil-ity problems, agents do not measure tra�c dynamics.Admission control in agents is parameter-based, i.e.,considering static link resources and tra�c descrip-tions given in admission requests. Agents may setupresources along shortest paths or perform QoS rout-ing based on the parameters in the admission requests.QoS routes are installed in the forwarding state of therouters.The architectural goal is to relieve the routers fromadmission control and other QoS related computing asfar as possible. Routers must have an interface so thatagents can set up packet forwarding directly. This canbe accomplished through SNMP and a special man-agement information base.For reservation agents to �nd out which au-tonomous systems are on the path between sourceand destination, agents need access to routing infor-mation that resides in the border routers of their au-tonomous system. This can be accomplished eitherby getting routing information from a border routerthrough SNMP, or by having border routers inject ex-ternal routing information into their AS. The formermay be suitable for stub ASes where no external rout-ing information is injected, while the latter may besuitable for ASes with more than one border router.External routing information together with agent ad-vertisements can be used for forwarding admission re-quests to other agents.2.1 Mixing advance and immediate ad-mission controlAgents also support immediate reservations. Net-work resources are available for both advance and im-mediate reservations. Advance requests specify a du-ration of the requested service while immediate re-quests do not specify durations. In case of conictsdue to unknown durations, immediate requests maybe preempted.In a related paper [24], we present simulation re-sults on sharing network resources between advanceand immediate admission control when the admissioncontrol algorithms are loosely coupled. Advance ad-mission control is performed without considering cur-rent immediate reservations. Immediate admissioncontrol can be performed without considering advance

reservations, but the accuracy will be increased byconsidering resources to be allocated for advance reser-vations in the near future. Resources are made avail-able for advance reservations by blocking immediateresource requests, or ultimately by means of preempt-ing service for ows that made immediate reservations.In [24], we present results on resource utilization, re-jection probability and preemption probability whenresources are shared according to this model.The results show that admission control agents canhandle advance and immediate parameter-based ad-mission control, or alternatively coexist with a sepa-rate mechanism for immediate admission control, e.g.,the IETF int-serv model where immediate admissioncontrol (guaranteed service or controlled load service)is performed in routers.3 Advance reservations over severaldomainsAgents can interoperate to support end-to-end ad-vance reservation requests in the global network. Ahost requesting a reservation may consult any reser-vation agent, e.g., the local one or the favorite agent,just as one may use di�erent travel agents for bookingairline tickets. Some agents may already have recordsfor managing accounting etc.3.1 UnicastA typical unicast advance request includes a du-ration, a tra�c speci�cation, a source, and a destina-tion. There is no notion of sender or receiver associ-ated with the node making the request. The sourceand destination descriptions may be the addresses of asending host and a receiving host respectively. How-ever, in many cases we don't know the addresses ofendpoints at the time of making the reservation, butwe may know the local area network where addressestemporarily acquired during a session. This may bethe case for mobile or stationary computers that ac-quire addresses through a dynamic host con�gurationprotocol (DHCP), or for computers that will be setupfor a speci�c event, e.g., for an IETF conference. Anaddress mask associated with each endpoint addresswill solve this problem. Address masks also providea mechanism for making aggregate reservations, i.e.,bulk reservations between di�erent domains of the net-work.3.2 MulticastA multicast advance reservation consists of a dura-tion, a multicast address and a list of senders and re-



ceivers respectively. Each sender and receiver is spec-i�ed by an address and an address mask. A multicastreservation tree is identi�ed by its multicast destina-tion address and can be extended by making furtherreservations for the same multicast address. Overlap-ping requests, i.e., requests having links in common,is merged by the reservation agent forming one sharedmulticast tree.3.2.1 Rendezvous agentsTo support advance reservations with little overheadwe have a rendezvous agent associated with each mul-ticast address. The rendezvous agent has group mem-bership information, i.e., the complete list of sendersand receivers. When making advance multicast reser-vations, the rendezvous agent provides an updated listof participants so that multicast reservations can bemade, starting from the agents responsible for receiverdomains. Building the tree starting at receivers ismore e�cient as sessions often involve fewer sendersthan receivers, and adding a receiver may result inreservations over a few additional links for joining analready established multicast reservation tree.Some current multicast routing protocols, e.g., sp-arse mode Protocol Independent Multicast [8] andCore Based Trees [1], use rendezvous points. Theyare designed for setting up multicast routing trees im-mediately, i.e., when receivers are in place and com-municating. In PIM a rendezvous point only keepstrack of senders of the group and each receiver (localrouter) is responsible for joining with the rendezvouspoint to obtain a branch of the multicast tree. PIMalso allows the multicast tree to be rebuilt on demandfrom individual receivers (local routers) to use short-est paths. To support new receivers joining, the ren-dezvous point is always a member of the multicast tree(thus receiving data from all senders).Our notion of rendezvous agents is di�erent. Firstto support reservations for not yet present receivers,a rendezvous agent must record all members of thegroup. i.e., both senders and receivers. Second, therendezvous agent is only used as a database for �ndinggroup membership. There is no obligation that senderdata pass the rendezvous agent. Group membershipinformation is used to build multicast trees that will�nally be used so that resource reservations can bemade on the right branches. It does not make sense tochange the distribution tree on demand when there areadvance reservations, unless there are sudden changesin topology making it impossible to meet committedservice along the chosen paths. The decision aboutwhether to build a shortest-path tree or a core-based

tree can be taken by the agents. We leave this issueopen for now.3.2.2 Hierarchical agentsTo support scaling, we use a hierarchical approach,i.e., agents register border points of their routingdomains rather than speci�c endpoints. The inter-nal multicast tree and the local members of a rout-ing domain are concealed by the reservation agent.Adding another member to a session where membersare sharing resources can be done internally. Insidean AS there is a hierarchy of routing domains andthere will be a corresponding hierarchy of reservationagents that aggregate reservations and register withthe next highest level. At the top level there areseveral ASes and corresponding peer agents. Theseagents should only register involved border routers oftheir autonomous systems with the rendezvous agent.The task of global rendezvous agents is to maintainthe list of member ASes of their multicast groups. Hi-erarchical approaches have been suggested before, in[15] a hierarchical approach for organizing PIM ren-dezvous points is suggested.The scalability problem could be approached bygetting rid of rendezvous agents completely. In dense-mode schemes for building immediate multicast treesa ood and prune approach is often used [9] [26].However, for advance reservations there is no dataavailable until the session starts and therefore therelative cost of ooding control information betweenagents and keeping prune state during the bookingtime would be high.A related issue is how to �nd the rendezvous agentfor a given multicast address. With a hierarchi-cal approach, all agents know about all other agentsat the same level (by multicasting), so the problemboils down to partitioning the address space betweenagents. We propose an approach based on dynamicpre�x partitioning of multicast addresses. The rangeof multicast addresses can be advertised as an addresspre�x associated with each agent. Agents then need adistributed algorithm to partition a multicast addressspace between themselves. The solution requires thata range of consecutive multicast addresses is allocatedfor the agent architecture.4 Packet classi�cationDeciding which packets that are to use against aparticular reservation is known as packet classi�cation.This is performed by the routers for each packet andtherefore poses a scaling problem. There are basicallytwo ways of doing packet classi�cation.



First, a �lter speci�cation could be given by clientshaving reserved resources. Packet classi�cation is per-formed on the headers of the packets. In RSVP �lter-ing is performed primarily on addresses and destina-tion and source ports. Second, a reservation key (acerti�cate) could be included in each packet that isto use against a reservation. Packet classi�cation isdone on this single �eld of the header. Dependingon how many di�erent service classes we support, the�eld could be one or many bits long.The problem with �lter speci�cations is e�ciency.In the worst case of �ltering on sender addresses, therouters need a �lter for each sender to a multicastgroup. Multicast routing does not scale well evenwithout packet classi�cation, i.e., for best e�ort ser-vice. Current proposals for multicast routing scalesat best as O(G), where G is the number of multi-cast groups that are served by a router [1]. Thus, thesize of the multicast routing table is proportional tothe number of multicast addresses that are currentlyserved by the router.Our goal is to add multicast resource reserva-tions while preserving the O(G) scaling factor also forpacket classi�cation. This rules out making classi�ca-tion on speci�c source addresses. Instead we suggestthat the rendezvous agent issue a key for the multicastaddress to other trusted agents, which in their turnmay install the key in routers. The key may be addedto packets by clients having reservations for sendingto that group, or for better security, by the most localrouter under authority of a reservation agent. In thelatter case only the local router must do classi�cationand policing on packet headers to decide which pack-ets that should be annotated with reservation keys.In IPv6, keys could be included in the hop-by-hop op-tions header. Since agents can compute one aggregatereservation for each hop of the multicast tree, routerscan make classi�cation using only one key for eachreservation.This scheme provides scalable support for aggre-gate multicast reservations, i.e., where a set of sendersshare reserved resources. The amount of state neededed for packet classi�cation in routers is in O(G),which is comparable with best-e�ort multicast rout-ing. The RSVP model supports a stronger but unscal-able model where it is possible to reserve resources inrouters for individual senders (known as �xed �lters)or for a set of senders (known as shared explicit �lter).One motive for having this support is for receiverswith insu�cient network resources to be able to allo-cate resources only for the senders that it is interestedin. However, in a typical multicast session the set ofinteresting senders changes dynamically, e.g., with the

current speaker of a meeting, so a receiver with insuf-�cient network resources would have to make a lot ofre-reservations during the session. Another motive isfor misbehaving senders not to be able to steal band-width from reservations, i.e., some policing is done bypacket classi�cation.In our model, applications must make sure to usemulticast addresses so that independently of the num-ber of sources there is a limit on the bandwidth that isused by the aggregate multicast ow. Audio and videoservers, usually have a known bandwidth limit, e.g.,they provide ows with di�erent bandwidths that canbe selected by receivers depending on the capacity oftheir access link. It is important to know which maxi-mum bandwidth that is used by a ow before connect-ing. In multiparty audio sessions bandwidth is limitedby senders taking turns speaking. Video applicationscan be designed in a similar way, e.g., so that onlythe most recent speakers and the upcoming speakerson the speakers list send motion video. We believethat it is a bad idea to introduce nonscalable networksolutions in order to support applications that wastebandwidth.The advantage of providing shared reservationsonly is that packet classi�cation can be done usingonly one classi�cation entry for each ow (multicastaddress). This together with the possibility for mak-ing bulk reservations between subdomains of the net-work by using address pre�xes to specify leaves of thereservation tree should provide a scalable mechanismfor quality of service.4.1 Classi�cation granularityAgents may chose internally how many di�erentservice levels to support. The low end extreme is tohave only one admission controlled service level sharedbetween all ows. Then, packets only need to carryone bit to tell whether it is to use the primary service.Routers need only one queue for the primary serviceand another queue for best e�ort service. Several ser-vice levels can be supported by having a �xed numberof queues in routers. The high end extreme would beto allow a queue for each ow, e.g., ow-wise weightedfair queuing. The scaling for this may be acceptablefor multicast, as multicast routing already keeps per-ow state. For unicast, however, we suggest using asmall number of admission controlled service levels toavoid per-ow state in the routers. If QoS routing isto be performed we may add service classes to distin-guish between outgoing interfaces.



5 Security and policingIn our architecture, packet classi�cation is per-formed by including a reservation key in each packetthat is using against a reservation. Consequently, ma-licious senders may take currently used keys and stealbandwidth from resource reservations. However, theagents know which senders are entitled to use reservedresources and occasional policing can be done to catchviolating senders. Receivers of a multicast group mayeven hint to their provider when policing of a groupshould be done. The multicast reservation schemeshould not include policing for unwanted senders atevery hop as default. Instead, agents should have away to setup routers close to the edges with speci�cpolicing tasks. When there is a malicious sender iden-ti�ed, an agent should be able to tell the most localtrusted router of the malicious sender to exclude theow. Thus, per source �ltering and policing is in-troduced at speci�c points close to the edges of thenetwork when necessary. Per-source policing does notscale well and therefore local routers cannot be ex-pected to have su�cient capacity for policing contin-uously for every local sender. In the general case,policing should be soft in the sense that only a fewows are checked at each time. The policing policy isdriven by the reservation agents. An important issueis to develop policing and protection mechanisms thatare fast and scalable enough to �nd and exclude vio-lating ows accurately. The requirements depend onhow common deliberate stealing of reserved resourceswill be.6 Setting up forwarding state inroutersResource set-up messages are distributed by agentsto routers just before the resources are allocated. Weuse a soft state setup protocol where agents contactand refresh each involved router in their domain pe-riodically. Such a protocol can be optimized by usingmulticast in cases where there are many routers thatare to be updated with the same message. Since softstate is refreshed periodically, we do not need a reli-able multicast protocol. Instead the refresh frequencycan start high as new state is deployed and then grad-ually decrease as there is no change in state.If the overhead for soft state turns out to be toohigh, a hard state protocol could be used instead.Agents could open a TCP connection (unicast) to eachof their routers and setup state reliably. With this ap-proach the routers must be able to clear up reservationstate in case a reservation agent should go down and

forget about the state.To allow reservation agents to query and set routerstate, the routers must expose an interface. For aninitial implementation the most straight forward ap-proach is to use SNMP, i.e., having agents settingrouter state by sending unicast SNMP messages toeach of them. The main problem is to make necessaryrouter state available through the management infor-mation base (MIB). The authentication problem willbe solved by SNMP mechanisms.7 Routing performed by agentsAgents can choose to follow best e�ort routes andestablish forwarding state for reserved resources alongthe current path. However, sometimes routes change(or ap) although the old route is still available andhas su�cient resources for the committed service.We suggest that agents be responsible for select-ing routes and that these routes can be included inthe forwarding state set in routers by agents. Thisalso makes quality of service (QoS) routing possible.For advance reservations there is time for calculat-ing QoS routes. When allocating resources in routers,the agents provide the address/interface of the nexthop as well. Thus, routing information is included inthe packet classi�cation state, so that ows using re-sources reserved through agents can take a di�erentroute than the best e�ort packets to the same desti-nation.It is the job of the agent to re-route at link or routerfailure. If there is a link failure, routers next to thefailed link will detect the problem �rst, e.g., throughthe OSPF HELLO messages. This will trigger a linkstate advertisement to other nodes in the AS, includ-ing the reservation agent. As the reservation agent�nds that a link is broken, it will process the reserva-tions on that link by recomputing routes, checking ifthere is capacity left for advance reservations throughalternative routes. This will work if the capacity isavailable and ows haven't yet started. If capacityon alternative routes is insu�cient, the agent can justwait and retry, or choose to inform users who havemade advance reservations about possible problems.If there are reservations for currently active ows onthe broken link and there is capacity in an alternativepath, the agent will immediately allocate resources onthe alternative path. The old reservation state in therouters can be torn down by the agent or simply leftto time out by not being refreshed.Thus, when there are failures, routes will changeonly if there is an alternative path that can provideresources, otherwise the tra�c is served best e�ort.



When routes change the agents take multi hop de-cisions over the involved reservations, so the schemedoes not su�er from having an arbitrary outcome interms of who gets what on which hops. When linksbetween di�erent administrative domains fail, severalreservation agents need to react.As rerouting doesn't happen instantaneously, theow state may direct packets for a short time to aninterfaces that is unavailable. When this happens thepackets should be sent through best e�ort routing in-stead. That includes removing any reservation keysin the packet so that best-e�ort service is used all theway to the destination. This works �ne for unicast,but for multicast there may not be any best e�ortmulticast routing state available and then the packetswill be dropped.If all routers along the path support the agent ar-chitecture, all routes are loop-free. However, routingloops may occur when there are routers on the paththat only support best-e�ort routing. To avoid this,the ow state routing must check so that packets ar-rive on the correct incoming interface. Should a packetarrive on an incoming interface di�erent from the onenegotiated during QoS route setup, it may be a packetthat coming into the QoS path again after a loop.8 Comparison with the RSVP policyarchitectureThe RSVP policy architecture of [16] [17] is an ex-tension to the RSVP architecture [29]. Reservationrequests goes through both resource based admissioncontrol at routers and through policy based admis-sion control managed by local policy modules or bypolicy servers. Policies are bilateral agreements be-tween neighbor providers and policy admission controlis enforced at border nodes only. Reservation requests,carried via the normal RSVP soft state mechanisms,contain policy data objects that are passed to localpolicy modules at border nodes. Policy data objectsmay be added, removed, or rewritten by policy mod-ules along the path. Routers have the choice to handlepolicies in their local policy module or to outsourcepolicy decisions to a policy server. There is a protocolfor communication between routers and policy serversusing hard or soft state.An important di�erence between our approach andthe RSVP policy approach is the role of routers. In ourarchitecture, agents handshake to make reservationsand to compute the forwarding state for routers, whilethe routers primary task is to do packet forwarding,i.e., best e�ort service and service disciplines installedby the agents. Admission control and QoS routing

decisions are done by agents. Our goal has been torelieve the routers from computation concerned withQoS contracts and put it in agents instead. Thus ad-mission control and service commitments are all man-aged by agents. In RSVP, routers play a central role inadmission control and routing. Routing decisions arenot part of RSVP but instead made by the best e�ortrouting mechanisms in the routers. Consequently theRSVP mechanism can easily reestablish reservationsalong changing routes. However, when routes change(or ap) the outcome in terms of who gets reserva-tions depend on the order reservations arrive on thenew path. An annoying problem with RSVP is thatusers do not know if a reservation is granted end-to-end. Non-RSVP routers may be on the path and maydisturb end-to-end quality. We believe that RSVPis suitable for providing loose service commitmentsbut it cannot support guaranteed service very well.Our architecture may adapt more slowly to changingtopology but it provides a better vehicle for guaran-teed quality of service and certainly for advance reser-vations (which it was designed for from the very be-ginning). In RSVP senders must be present to makereservations, which might not always be possible farin advance.Another problem with RSVP is poor support foraggregate reservations. Endpoints make reservationson a per-ow basis and although reservation messagesare merged up the multicast tree, we still have reserva-tions per ow. In addition, packet �ltering is designedso there may be classi�cation state for each sender.This is clearly not scalable. In our agent architectureaggregation of reservations is included from the be-ginning. Classi�cation is based on keys (certi�cates)and the leaves of the multicast reservation tree maybe routing domains (address pre�xes). There is workin RSVP on introducing address pre�x aggregation(aka CIDR pre�xes), but alone this is not enough tohandle sparsely located senders to the same multicastgroup. Packet �ltering/classi�cation may still have tobe done on a per sender basis.9 ConclusionsAdvance and immediate reservations can be sup-ported by agents responsible for admission control onparts of the Internet. Our architecture minimizes dis-turbing the primary task of the routers: packet for-warding. Soft state in the routers is deployed onlyduring periods when it is needed for packet forward-ing.The agent-driven approach described in this paperdoes not require the communicating endpoints to be
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